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CWP Renewables is a leading renewable energy developer, owner and asset manager with full project life-
cycle expertise. Our team holds a wealth of experience in the renewable energy sector, accumulated 
through the successful delivery of projects in Europe and Australia. 

We develop and own utility-scale renewable energy facilities incorporating wind, solar and storage 
technologies, oversee project delivery and commissioning, and provide long-term operational asset 
management services. Our unique approach to own and manage each project from inception through to 
full operation ensures genuine engagement with all stakeholders at every stage of development.  

CWP Renewables has been developing projects in Australia since 
2007. Key development activities are coordinated from our offices 

in Newcastle and Sydney, with asset management services  
delivered from Canberra. 

Our geographically dispersed portfolio of wind and 
solar projects is unique in the marketplace, 
combining generation profiles from different 
technologies and includes storage. This portfolio of 
aggregated, complimentary and manageable 
generation can be forecast and sold into the 
National Energy Market (NEM) or direct to end 
users, setting us apart from single technology 
renewable energy project developers in the sector.  

Our commitment to delivering combined and 
complimentary renewable energy generation from 
our portfolio can be seen in the New England 
region of NSW, where construction of our 270 MW 
Sapphire Wind Farm is well underway, and where 
we are developing a complementary 200 MW solar 
and battery storage facility. These two projects will 
combine to deliver low-cost manageable renewable 
energy generation in to the NEM and/or direct to 
end use customers.  

Find out more about CWP Renewables on our website: 
www.cwprenewables.com 
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CWP Renewables is investigating the potential to 
develop, construct and operate a solar photovoltaic 
renewable energy facility situated 15 km North of 
Albury in the Greater Hume Shire area. The proposed 
Glenellen Solar Farm will convert energy from the sun 
into electricity, with a capacity of c. 180 to 200 MW. This 
will be refined during the project design and 
development stage. 

In recent months we have undertaken preliminary 
studies of the project area including biodiversity, 
elevation surveying (i.e. contour mapping) and 
hydrology.  

We have also commenced community consultation 
where valuable feedback was received which will be 
reflected in future project designs. Among other things, 
this includes appropriate setbacks and buffers as well 
as screening and carefully planned traffic management. 
The plan shown on the opposite page reflects where 
the current design has been sympathetic to the 

feedback we have received. 

While conversations with neighbours generally  showed 
positive responses towards a solar farm in the area, 
some concerns were raised and mitigation options 
discussed. These included impacts to neighbouring 
residences in regards to visual amenity, noise, dust and 
traffic, property values as well as project impacts on 
agricultural land, soil and climate. These themes will be 
considered and addressed in the environmental impact 
assessment documentation and ongoing community 
consultation. 

The feedback of early community engagement and 
preliminary studies has helped to inform the 
Preliminary Environmental Assessment (PEA) which has 
recently been submitted to the Department of Planning 
and Environment. This marks the first step of the 
environmental impact assessment process for the 
project. 

Matthew Flower 
Development Manager - Solar 
Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640 

Find out more about CWP  
Renewables on our website: 
www.cwprenewables.com 
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The preferred array technology for the 
project is single axis tracking. As shown in 
the schematic image on the left, this type of 
installation incorporates photovoltaic panels 
arranged in north-south rows attached a 
torque bar. This bar rotates the panels east 
to west during the course of the day, 
following the sun and maximising electricity 
production. The design allows sufficient 
space for sheep to graze underneath the 
structure. 





 

 

CWP Renewables 

45 Hunter Street Newcastle NSW 

Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640 

Email: info@glenellensolarfarm.com.au 

Find out more about CWP Renewables on our website: 

www.cwprenewables.com 

Community: 

If you would like to read more about the project, 
please visit our website: 

www.glenellensolarfarm.com.au 

If you would like to stay informed about the 
project’s development, please sign up to our 
electronic newsletters  on the website. We intend 
to send all future newsletters via email. 

Contractors: 
For contracting enquiries please find the relevant 
section on the Glenellen Solar Farm website and fill 
out the contractor form to stay up to date with potential future opportunities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 


